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Ready or not, you’re about to have a lot of fun. At least I did while putting this storyReady or not, you’re about to have a lot of fun. At least I did while putting this story

together, so I can only assume you’ll enjoy the fruits of my labor, too. If you’re wonderingtogether, so I can only assume you’ll enjoy the fruits of my labor, too. If you’re wondering

what in the world I’m talking about, let me explain.what in the world I’m talking about, let me explain.

As I do toward the end every monthAs I do toward the end every month, today I’m sharing the absolute coolest finds I’ve come, today I’m sharing the absolute coolest finds I’ve come

across across while simply doing my jobwhile simply doing my job over the last 30 or so days. Whether it’s a pair of earrings over the last 30 or so days. Whether it’s a pair of earrings

that is super out of my budget but undeniably beautiful or a Zara cardigan I definitely don’tthat is super out of my budget but undeniably beautiful or a Zara cardigan I definitely don’t

need but nonetheless can’t stop thinking about, these are the finds that for one reason orneed but nonetheless can’t stop thinking about, these are the finds that for one reason or

another have just another have just stuck with mestuck with me more than the average product. So here I am putting them more than the average product. So here I am putting them

all together into one seriously aesthetically pleasing post. Ready to see what made the cut?all together into one seriously aesthetically pleasing post. Ready to see what made the cut?

Just keep scrolling.Just keep scrolling.
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LesetLeset  Sophia Cropped Snake-Print Ribbed Stretch-Modal CardiganSophia Cropped Snake-Print Ribbed Stretch-Modal Cardigan  ($150)($150)

I'm a sucker for a matching set, and this one looks as cool as it does comfortable.I'm a sucker for a matching set, and this one looks as cool as it does comfortable.

Shop Shop the matching pantsthe matching pants..

Shopping + style tips = an email you'll actually want to open.Shopping + style tips = an email you'll actually want to open.
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